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Wake up each morning to a bright new hexagon! Discover the possibilities of English paper piecing

as you create dynamic shapes and unique designs year after year with this perpetual

calendar.Choose from 365 vibrant 6-inch hexagon blocks, plus an extra block for leap yearEach

hexagon includes a block photo, a placement diagram for each assembly, and full-sized

templatesSturdy spiral binding will keep each easy-to-turn page of the calendar intact for years of

enjoyment
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I know a lot of love went into the making of this calendar.I have very much enjoyed working through

the blocks in the book A New Hexagon, by the same author. My expectation of this block a day

calendar was that it would be in the same size and format as the blocks in the book. With the book, I

may simply photocopy the block onto 100# card stock and make my block. With the calendar, that is

not possible as the blocks are represented as smaller, full color photographs. The calendar is lovely

as a calendar, but not practical as a fractured hexagon pattern per day guide. To be fair, there are

full sized single templates in the back, I.e. Hex 1, hex 3, diamond 2, but it makes it difficult to use

without purchasing packs of paper pieces or acrylic templates (both are optional, and unnecessary

with the book). I had inquired and hoped that a digital guide would be offered with the calendar as it

was with the book. Alas, no. A real shame.I know this calendar will sell well as a calendar, but for

those of us wanting more of what was offered with the book, it is a bit disappointing.



If you love to do english paper piecing, this is the perfect book for you! The designs enclosed run

the gamut from being similar to ones in the New hexagon book to some really intense designs with

teeny tiny pieces. Each day is a new block. There is a key in the back of the calendar to identify

which templates are needed to complete each design. The challenge is on!

I love "page a day" calendars. Each day you get to flip a page and see a new piece of art. In this

case the art is a hexagon quilt blocks. They are so pretty and inspiring. The fabric prints and colors

are so cheery and fun. Along with the beautiful quilt blocks there are also patterns and a bit of

piecing and cutting tutorials included. I am really looking forward to using this calendar year after

year as it is designed as a perpetual calendar with no days of the week.

Great hexagon calendar that gives you a hexagon a day with the pattern to make it on the same

page. Tells you the paper pieces you need for each one. Perfect for the paper piecer or Quilter's.

I love Katja's patterns and this is full of them. I will enjoy looking at them as well as making them for

years to come.

I have Katja's book and have followed along in some of her quilt-a-longs. I love the calendar, which

offers new blocks.

I love it! I enjoy seeing a new block and fabrics every day.
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